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rejection of the Conference was a grave political mistake.
It was another stupid blunder, comparable to giving Aus-
tria a free hand at Potsdam on July 5, and to endorsing
and justifying the Austrian ultimatum when urging "local-
ization" on July 24. It strengthened the suspicion among
the Entente Powers that Germany was not sincere in pro-
testing that she desired to maintain the peace of Europe.
It unfortunately made them doubt her sincerity, when, a
little later, she genuinely tried to restrain Austria and
induce her to accept mediation. As Sir Eyre Crowe noted,
on hearing Jagow's negative reply to the conference pro-
posal: "So far as we know, the German Government has
up to now said not a single word" at Vienna in the direction
of restraint or moderation. If a word had been said, we
may be certain that the German Government would claim
credit for having spoken at all. The inference is not reas-
suring as to Germany's goodwill"69 It was suspicion of
this kind which largely contributed to the ultimate catas-
trophe.
France is also generally stated by Entente writers to
have "sent in at once a completely favorable answer."70
But as a matter of fact France appears to have hesitated.
On the following day, July 27, the French Charge <TAffaires
in London twice called attention to the proposal, adding
that it "ought, I think, to be supported."71
On July 26, the German Ambassador, at Paris, Baron
von Schoen, had stated to Bienvenu-Martin, that "Austria
has declared to Russia that she does not desire territorial
acquisitions ... but only to secure peace and quiet and
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